
My Little Crochet Doll - Nightwear Set

By Betty Virago



This pattern was written to accompany the My Little Crochet Doll pattern available on Ravelry and 
Etsy.

Use a 3mm crochet hook throughout and DK yarn

The Nightdress

I used a light green for the dress and white for the lace trim.

With the dress colour yarn ch 41

1) sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across, ch 1 turn (40)

2) 6sc, ch8, sk 8, 12sc, ch8, sk8, 6sc, ch1, turn (24sc & 16ch)

3) 6sc, 6sc over the 8ch, 12sc, 6sc over the 8ch, 6sc, ch1, turn (36)

4-6) sc across, ch1, turn (36)

7) FLO, sc across, ch1, turn (36)

8) Both Loops, sc across, at the end of the row join with a slst. You are now working in rounds

9) (ch4, sk1, sc in next) around, sc over the 1st 4ch (18 x ch4)

10-28) (ch4, sc over next ch4) around. Continue working around until the length is as you want it. I 
worked until round 28, but the length is your choice.

When the dress is the length you want work to the back of the dress.

29) (5dc over next 4ch, sc over next 4ch) around, join with a slst to the 1st sc, FO

The Frill Edge

This edge is the finishing touch to all of the items in the pattern

Join white to the 1st dc at the back of the dress, working in Back Loops Only, sc, ch3 in each stitch 
around, join and FO.

With the gown upside down and the back facing you, join white to the 1st spare loops of row 7, ch3, 
(sc, ch3) in the spare loops around, sc in the last loop.

Now working along the row edges (left side opening) (sc in 3 row ends, ch5) x 2, 3sc in the last row 
edge.

Turn the dress so you are working along the neck edge. 4sc, sc2tog, 7sc, sc2tog, sc to end working 3sc 
in the last sc.



Turn work so you are working down the right side opening, sc in each row end to row 8, FO.

Arm frills

Join white to the arm, work (sc, 3ch) in each upper arm half and sc in each lower half, Join and FO.

Sew in loose ends, sew a motif or button tot he front of the dress, sew two buttons to the back of the 
dress.

Underwear

Follow the instructions for underwear in the MLCD pattern.

Work a sc, ch3 edge around the leg openings

Bedsocks

Follow the instructions for socks in the MLCD pattern.

Work a sc, ch3 edge aroound the leg openings

Dressing Gown

I used a darker green and white for the dressing gown, but the colour is up to you.

With green, ch34

1) sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across, ch 1, turn (33)

2) (1sc, sc2tog) x 11, ch1, turn (22)

3) FLO, sc across (22) change to dark purple, ch3, turn

4) Both Loops, dc across, ch3, turn (22)

5) (1dc, 2dc in 1) x 11, ch3, turn (33)

6) (2dc, 2dc in 1) x 11, ch 3, turn (44)

7) 7dc, ch5, sk8, 14dc, ch5, sk8, 7dc, ch3, turn

8) dc in each dc and ch across, ch3, turn (38)

9) 2dc in 1st dc, dc across, 2dc in last dc, ch3, turn (40)

10-11) dc across, ch3, turn

Repeat rounds 9-11 4 more times, change to white

Now working around the coat edges

Ch1, 3sc in each row end up to the start of the collar



1sc in the row ends of the collar

Turn to work along the collar, (ch3, sc) across, 3sc in last stitch

Turn to work down the opening edge. Sc in the collar row ends

3sc in 1st dc row end (ch5, 3sc in 2 row ends) x 3, 3sc in row ends to the bottom edge.

Turn work so you are working along the bottom edge.

(Ch3, sc) across the bottom edge, join and FO.

Sleeves (make 2)

Ch 18

1) dc in 3rd ch from hook and in each dc across, ch 3, turn

2) 2dc in 1st dc, 14dc, 2dc in last, ch 3, turn (18)

3-7) dc across, ch3, turn

8) dc across, fold the sleeve in half and working through both row ends sc the seam closed. FO 
leaving a length of yarn to sew the sleeve to the coat.

Sew the sleeve to the coat

9) with white, join to the sleeve opening, work a (ch3, sc) edge around, join and FO.

Coat Pockets

Ch8

1) dc in 3rd ch from hook and in each across, ch3, turn (6)

2) dc across, ch3, turn

3) ch3, sk2, dc in next 4, ch3, turn (4)

4) dc in 3, sc in last FO leaving a length of yarn to sew the pocket to the coat. Sew to the coat leaving 
the sloped edge as the hand opening.

Weave in any loose ends and sew buttons to the front of the coat.

Night Cap

1) Make an adjustable ring and work 8dc in the ring, pull closed, join, ch3 (8)

2) 2dc in each dc around, join, ch3 (16)

3) (1dc, 2dc in next) x 8, join, ch3 (24)

4) (2dc, 2dc in next) x 8, join, ch3 (32)



5) (3dc, 2dc in next) x 8, join, ch3 (40)

6) (4dc, 2dc in next) x 8, join, ch3 (48)

7) (5dc, 2dc in next) x 8, join, ch3 (56)

8-10) dc around, join, ch3

11) (dc, ch1, sk1) around, join, ch3 (28dc)

12) 3dc in each ch1 sp around, change to white on the last dc, join, ch3

13) (sc, ch3) around, join FO

Thread either elastic, ribbon or a chain cord through the spaces and dc of rouond 11. Tie into a knot 
or bow, gathering the hat in to fit the head.

Finally...

I hope you enjoy this pattern. Although the doll pattern isn't free the additional patterns are.

They can be found on Ravelry and my blog (www.bettyvirago.wordpress.com)

The next pattern I'm working on will be a ballerina outfit.

Betty Virago

bettyvirago@gmail.com

0797 226 3454


